
U
nder the motto ‘Print ... Profit ... Preserve!’ Mitsubishi

HiTec Paper Europe will be present at drupa, showing its

current trends and developments in the field of coated

communication papers. In hall 9, stand C22, visitors can learn

about the new products, which combine best functionality and

high levels of environmental consciousness – for the benefit of

customers and users.

Mitsubishi has long been known for innovation in papermak-

ing. With a proven track record in the production of environmen-

tally friendly paper ranges, its presence at drupa will highlight its

current portfolio.

Impressive colour; impressive green
Within the Jetscript Inkjet Paper range, the company will pres-

ent a full line of coated inkjet papers for white paper solutions

for colour transactional and transpromo printing, direct mail,

brochures or book printing. The range also includes matte and

glossy coated inkjet papers, which were specifically designed for

the self-adhesive label industry, which is looking for a quality

coated face paper for impressive colourful label applications.

Thanks to the special coating, the ink is managed in an 

optimum manner to achieve maximum densities and pinpoint

precision. True colour reproduction, colour brilliance, print 

density and sharpness of the print image are offering an eye

catching label design. All grades are FSC certified and are 

suitable for normal recycling.

Thermoscript Thermal Paper is produced on environmen-

tally friendly recycled base paper and focuses on the concept of

sustainability. The products are made from 100% FSC recycled

pulp, without showing any loss of good functionality. Relevant

factors such as smoothness, brightness, stability, printability and

printhead behaviour are on the usual high level. Mitsubishi offers

the recycled thermal paper grades currently in weights of 80 and

170 g/m2. They are used for applications such as lottery tickets,

parking tickets or admission tickets.

As well as these characteristics, the range also includes inno-

vative safety features for thermal paper with a high degree of

protection against forgery. Whether coloured centre, watermarks

or digital watermarks, security fibres, or even a combination of

several features – the product range is wide. These thermoscript

products are not only used in the area of tickets or event tickets,

but in many other applications as a security solution of choice.

‘The’ carbonless
The Giroform Carbonless range has an enviable reputation for

quality, consistency, runnability and reliability.

Giroform Digital is perfectly suited for the production of high

quality personalised carbonless forms. With a standard of 90 g/m2

and a light weight of 60g/m2, it assures optimal print quality on

digital, laser and offset presses. While Giroform

Digital was designed for presses like HP Indigo

and Kodak Nexpress, the Digital Light option is

perfect for black and white or colour printing

on office and industrial presses and has been

tested on Canon imagePress and Konica

Minolta bizhub series. Both grades are FSC cer-

tified and Nordic Swan approved. Giroform is

established as a consistent top quality black

copy, carbonless paper grade and is the paper

of choice for many sheet and reel printers

worldwide. It was also the first carbonless

grade to be awarded the Nordic Swan, the most demanding eco

label, for the entire range 20 years ago. In its making, energy

recovery takes place through environmentally friendly combined

heat and power generation. Both the paper mills at Bielefeld and

Flensburg have been awarded ISO 14001 certification and natu-

rally, all production is compliant with the REACH regulations.

With the new additions to the range, Giroform remains as the

carbonless paper choice for the future.   n

For more information on Mitsubishi HiTec Paper Europe

and its paper ranges, please visit www.mitsubishi-

paper.com, or the company would be happy to welcome

you to its stand at drupa (hall 9, stand C22).
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